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Introduction:
Inflation remains the number-one topic in the stock market. Goods scarcity is impacting every industry,
and the price of everything is higher. Yet despite this, corporate earnings remain solid. Earnings grew over
50% in Q1 and over 80% in Q2; the first-quarter comp was against a COVID-impacted Q1 2020, while the
second quarter compared against the economic lockdown quarter of Q2 2020. The comp for the third
quarter will not be as easy as the first-half 2020 comparisons. Nonetheless, earnings released so far are
up more than 30% year-over-year and companies are beating expectations by a wider-than-average margin.
That bodes well for supporting an already-high stock market valuation.

Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top.Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view.
Our allocation to the stock market remains at overweight. All the major segments of the stock
market are up this year by broadly the same amount, whether that be technology, blue chips or small caps.
This uncommon breadth is the bull market’s best friend and is providing a healthy balance that is a strong
support for the overall stock market at current levels.
Although inflation worries and public health concerns have chipped away at sentiment, the national mood
remains positive. The economy is expanding, consumers and businesses are confident, and earnings are
growing. And the fears of inflation are quite unlike those experienced in 2013, when the market responded
with a “taper tantrum” as the Fed prepared to ease its post-recession stimulus. Indeed, investors appear to
be welcoming upcoming tapering.The Fed’s balance sheet in particular is perceived as dangerously bloated.
And investors learned in 2013 and 2014 that the market shrugged off tapering, rather than collapsing as
some had predicted.
The four main drivers of the market in 2020 were monetary stimulus, fiscal stimulus, economic recovery,
and medical advances. These four drivers have contributed to growth in 2021, but are receding. We have
likely seen the bulk of any monetary stimulus and direct-to-consumer fiscal stimulus. But with a substantial
portion of the population either vaccinated or carrying antibodies from past infections, the summer surge
in COVID appears to be winding down. The primary drivers of GDP growth are likely to remain the
country’s physical health, rising employment and wages, and the broad reopening of the global economy.
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Market Outlook (cont):
In the final few months of the year, we look for the stock market to build on its gains year-to-date,
though with perhaps more moderate appreciation as earnings and economic growth decelerate. More so
than economic headlines, winning stock performance is what keeps investors in the market. And in every
winning stock year, bearish money managers find themselves needing to capitulate to the bullish side before
the disconnect between client returns and market performance becomes too dire. In light of all these
factors, we remain positioned in the stock market over the remainder of 2021, with a willingness to ride
out near-term volatility in pursuit of long-term gains.

Recommended Investment:
Invesco Perpetual UK Smaller Companies IT plc
Historically, UK smaller companies have substantially outperformed larger stocks. Invesco Perpetual UK
Smaller Companies IT plc (IPU), an investment trust listed on the London Stock Exchange, aims to provide
exposure to this outperfomance whilst providing an attractive income yield for investors.
The investment managers attend approximately 350 company visits a year in the search for long-term
stock-picking opportunities. Obviously, this is not something a retail investor can manage and thus, in our
view, the trust adds value over a simple index tracker. The team has a strong focus on investing in ‘quality’
companies, with pricing power and strong balance sheets that will take market share. They aim to invest in
growth companies at a reasonable price, but also, when prices become unreasonable, to sell. This means
that they like to take profits, regularly trimming into strength and recycling capital into more attractively
valued opportunities. The result is a dynamic portfolio with around 50% of the portfolio in solid, defensive,
“growth” companies and 50% invested in companies exposed to a cyclical recovery.
In our view this balance puts the trust at a distinct advantage relative to peers, with the return profile
perhaps less vulnerable to swings in style factor performance. It is showing in the performance numbers too,
and we think this shows how well the strategy helps to protect capital in down markets when compared
to more growth-focused peers, leading to a track record of generating good returns with lower volatility.
The fund introduced an enhanced dividend policy in 2015, paying quarterly dividends distributing 100% of
portfolio income enhanced by contributions from capital reserves. The dividend for the year is calculated
to give a yield of 4% per annum based on the year end share price.
The portfolio is well diversified and typically comprises 80 to 100 holdings, with the ten largest holdings
currently accounting for 28% of assets. The largest sector allocations are Industrials (35%), Consumer
Discretionary (26%) and Financials (11%). Top 5 holdings include JTC, Hill & Smith, Sanne, RWS & Hilton
Food.
In our view, IPU’s strong track record compared to peers is impressive, given it has been achieved without
using leverage.The trust has delivered a NAV total return of +315% over the last ten years, compared with
203% for the UK Smaller Companies peer group. The TER is a reasonable 0.91% with no performance fee.
Furthermore, the trust is currently trading at a 12% discount to NAV. Given the fund’s enhanced dividend,
which currently offers a prospective yield of 3.9%, we see no reason why IPU’s shares should not trade on
a premium once again. Buy.
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Tweet of the Month:
“Never fall in love with a share because it won’t fall in love with you”
Ancient stock market advice maybe. But there is growing evidence that investors ignore it, and are in fact
swayed by their emotions.
For example, there is a significant correlation across 40 national stock markets between weekly equity
returns and the emotional content of that week’s top 200 songs on Spotify. Stock markets do better when
a country is listening to happier songs than when it is listening to sad ones. This corroborates previous
research. Positive emotions have been found to lead to buying and over-pricing whilst fear leads to selling.
Emotions and market dynamics are closely related. Heightened emotions of almost any sort - anger, happiness or sadness - lead people to take on more risk.
All this reinforces the idea that share prices are driven not merely by a cool-headed assessment of companies’ prospects but also by external factors that can influence investors’ mood. National stock markets
often fall after a country loses an important football or rugby match, for example. And stock markets tend
to do better on sunny days.
The most important evidence here – because it has implications we can actually trade on – is of course
that stock markets have a seasonal pattern. Most markets, since they began, have done better between
Halloween and May Day than from May Day to Halloween. The All-Share index, for example, has given an
average total return since 1966 after inflation of 7.9% from Halloween to May Day but has lost an average
of 0.6% from May Day to Halloween. Investors are prone to the winter blues. As the nights draw in in the
autumn we become anxious and depressed. That pushes share prices down so that by around Halloween
they are undervalued and so subsequently recover. And in the spring the lighter evenings improve our
mood and so push up share prices so far that they become over-priced.
The evidence therefore vindicates Warren Buffett’s famous advice. What investors need, he has said, is
not high intelligence so much as “emotional stability”, the ability to stay calm when other investors are too
panicky or too euphoric.
But how can we achieve this? Many people find that meditation successfully calms them down and improves
their mental health. It does not, however, make us better investors. Research has found that people who do
five minutes of meditation tended to take less cash now when offered a choice between money now and
money in the future. They were also more likely to sell shares they had made a profit on after meditating.
Meditating, it seems, makes us more short-termist. There’s a reason for this. Mindfulness encourages us to
focus upon the present because, as Arsene Wenger said, “the only moment of possible happiness is the present.
The past gives regrets. And future uncertainties.” In doing so, however, it causes people to discount the future
more heavily, which means they save less and take profits on winning stocks when they should not.
Perhaps there’s a simpler solution. We should never take any financial decision when we are in any sort
of emotional state at all. And having made a decision we should, where possible, give ourselves a few days
before acting upon it. Greek historian Herodotus reported that the ancient Persians would take decisions
twice, once when drunk and once when sober. We shouldn’t precisely follow that lead, but we should
learn from them to separate our decisions from our temporary emotional state.We are not rational, coolheaded calculating maximisers, but rather creatures swayed by passing moods.
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Quote of the Month:
“Stock market bubbles don’t grow out of thin air. They have a solid basis in reality, but reality as distorted by a
misconception - George Soros
Under normal conditions misconceptions are self-correcting, and the markets tend toward some kind of
equilibrium. Occasionally, a misconception is reinforced by a trend prevailing in reality, and that is when a
boom-bust process gets under way. Eventually the gap between reality and its false interpretation becomes
unsustainable, and the bubble bursts.

Economics:
Britain’s economy, which contracted almost 10% last year, is set to grow 6.5% in 2021, according to a
forecast from the independent Office for Budget Responsibility (“OBR”). That’s compared with a previous
prediction of 4%, and marks the biggest upgrade since the 1980s. The actual growth figure for this year
could be even higher, given the OBR said it had been asked to finalise its forecast for the economy before
large upward revisions fed through to official GDP data. The Bank of England is predicting 7.25% growth
this year.
Eurozone business growth slipped to a 6-month low in October as supply chain bottlenecks and logistical
issues related to the Covid-19 pandemic pushed input prices to rise at the fastest rate in over 2 decades.
Government restrictions are being lifted in the currency bloc, but shortages of raw materials in the
manufacturing sector are impacting growth and the pent-up demand unleashed across the services industry
is waning. Inflation is expected to peak at 4.5% but is likely to abate over the course of next year.
The US economy added 531,000 jobs in October, beating economists’ predictions of 450,000, and the
unemployment rate fell to 4.6% from 4.8%. “America is getting back to work. Our economy is starting to work
for more Americans,” President Biden said in remarks at the White House. “Before we passed the Rescue Plan,
forecasters said it would take until the end of 2023 to get to 4.6% unemployment rate. Today, we’ve reached that
rate two years before forecasters thought it was possible.”
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Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain
The January Barometer
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive,
the returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the
Stock Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the
direction of the market in just the first 5 days of the year. Judging by the first 5 days, 2021 is likely to be a
positive year for the stock markets.
November
Since 1984, the FTSE 100 has risen in 59% of years in November, with an average return of 1%, making it
the 6th best month of the year. In an average November, the market rises in the first three days, but those
gains are then given up in the following few days. In the middle of the month prices increase and then fall
back again, before finally rising strongly in the last seven days of the month.
Fourth Quarter
The FTSE 100 has risen 27 of the 37 years between 1984 and 2020, posting an average gain of 3.3%.
Sell in May and go away; don’t come back till St Leger Day
Historically, this is the worst time of the year. Since 1966 to 2009, the FTSE All-Share has returned an
average of just 0.6% between May Day and Halloween (it is known as the Halloween effect in the US)
compared with 7.9% between Halloween and May Day. Some investors, therefore, tend to reduce exposure
to the stock market from May. Our pagan ancestors knew this, which is why Beltane is a time of festivity
(where people look ahead to fertility, plenty and joy) while Samhain marks the beginning of the “darker
half” of the year. In March & April lighter evenings and warmer days cheer us up, which makes us more
willing to take risks such as buying shares. So prices rise to high levels, which are difficult to sustain over
the summer. In the autumn the darker nights make us gloomier, with the result that prices fall to low levels
from which they recover.
First-Year US Presidential Cycle
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses,
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next
term. Since 1948, the UK market has risen 14 times out of 17 (82%) in US election years, with a rather
extraordinary average annual return in those years of 33%. Generally, the UK market tends to rise in the
few weeks leading up to the election.
Chinese New Year - Year of the Ox
The Chinese calendar revolves around a 12-year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat,
ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between
21st January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. The
best performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and dog. The worst performing animals have been
the rooster and snake. Statistically speaking, the Year of the Ox has seen an average return of 12.3% in previous
years. As the Year of the Ox is related to water and metal, from a feng shui perspective, industries linked to these
two natural elements, such as shipping and mining, are forecast to do well.
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Investment Calendar:
2nd November
4th November		
			
10th November
19th November
			
25th November
		

FOMC Meeting
MPC Meeting
New Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)
ECB Meeting
Options Expiry Day
Full Moon (markets tend to reach a low point around this time)
Thanksgiving Day - Wall Street Closed

Technical Analysis:
The RSI has moved above the 50 level, and is now in bullish territory lying at 65. Whilst we are in the
strongest part of the year, the market does look susceptible to a short-term pullback. The market is at
post-pandemic highs and over 300 points above its 200-day moving average. With the ADX at 14, the FTSE
100 has no discernible trend and is therefore likely to trade within the upper and lower Bollinger bands.
However, being just 17 points below the upper Bollinger band, the market has obviously more downside
than upside and we target the 20-day moving average lying at 7,230 with support seen around the lower
Bollinger band lying at 7,130.
			
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading
improves” – John Murphy

Chart Legend:
20 day moving average (signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)
50 day moving average (signifies the medium-term direction of the security)
200 day moving average (signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below
30). Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).
ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance.
ending markets Bollinger Bands work best (sell at upper band, buy at lower band).
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